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Everyone knows that end users are in path-of-least-resistance mode at all times. That’s why they drive IT crazy with BYOD and 
using unapproved apps and cloud storage. 

So, when it comes to document creation, what can you do to smooth their path and still maintain control? Give them software like 
Foxit PhantomPDF. Here’s why.

Build better documents
Most PDF editors do just that—let you edit PDFs. PhantomPDF goes beyond mere PDF editing and is a full-fledged PDF 
creator too, giving you lots of ways to create PDF files, including:

Using your favorite Microsoft O�ce software and virtually any other file 
format to create the most popular PDF formats—PDF, PDF/A, PDF/X, PDF/E, 
US Patent/Trademark O�ce compatible, and Section 508 accessible files.

Scanning and OCR to turn paper documents into searchable PDF 
documents that move your organization towards paperless.

Creating interactive forms and pull their data into your database, reducing 
data entry and the errors that come with it.

Working the same way on any device, including desktop (Mac and 
Windows), and cloud (Chromebooks and other web enabled devices).

Creating a new PDF document as easily as you create a document with a word processor by adding and editing text, adding and 
modifying objects, and creating layouts.

How Foxit boosts end user productivity

And, of course, you can do all this while collaborating with other users, making changes in real time that the whole team can 
participate in and stay on top of.
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Manage documents better

For many end users, publishing a document means hitting “send”. But there are other elements of sharing a document, such as 
version control, document storage and digital signing, that need to be considered. 

Many documents contain confidential information. PhantomPDF is the PDF 
Editor that provides multiple security options.

Secure Confidential Information

Protect PDF Information with Redaction - Permanently remove (redact) 
visible text and images from PDF documents to protect confidential 
information. The redaction plugin enables redacted PDFs to be 
generated directly through Microsoft Word, Excel, and 
PowerPoint.  When redacting larger documents, 
search and redact allows users to redact using 
text search or pattern searching.  The Whiteout 
feature enables you to apply redaction with one-click 
to simply and securely erase any content to white 
background.

Protect PDF with Document Sanitization - Removes 
sensitive information from your document before 
publishing, like metadata, comments, hidden data from 
previous saves, hidden layers, overlapping objects, and more.

Protect PDF with Document Encryption - Using password or certificate 
encryption and control what actions others can operate on the document to 
protect confidential information.

Protect PDF with Microsoft® Azure Information Protection (AIP) - Extends the usage control benefits of AIP to PDF 
documents and allows authors and admins to control rights management for each PDF. Provides both encryption and 
decryption capabilities.
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When teams collaborate and share information, they work at their best. PhantomPDF is the PDF Editor that links knowledge 
workers together to increase flexibility and results.

Share content and integrate with ECMs and Cloud Storage

Integrate with popular Enterprise Content Management Systems to support existing workflows - Check in and check out; 
export data; create, compare, and organize; and convert to PDF from ndO�ce; iManage WorkSite; Microsoft SharePoint; 
OpenText Documentum, Content Suite, and eDOCS; Citrix ShareFile; Worldox GX3; Alfresco; and Epona DMSforLegal for 
enterprise PDF collaboration.

Support for popular cloud storage services to support existing workflows - Open and save PDF files in OneDrive, OneDrive for 
Business, Google Drive, Dropbox, Box, and Egnyte.

Understand what happens to your document after publishing.

Track Usage and Version Control

Track usage of the document – view business intelligence information such as understand who accessed the file, what actions 
they performed, what pages they looked at, etc.

View all versions of the document in an intuitive document version tree.

tomatically notify readers when a new version of the document is available.

Foxit PhantomPDF provides users with three ways to sign digital PDF documents.

Sign Documents

Sign PDF with DocuSign - Send and sign PDF documents using the industry's most widely used eSignature solution.

Sign PDF with Digital Signatures - Add digital signatures and timestamps to documents and allow the PDF receiver to validate 
the status of a digital signature to determine if the document has been modified since the signature was applied.

Sign PDF Documents With Digital Ink - PDF Sign documents in your own handwriting. Create, manage, place, apply, and 
password protect multiple signatures-enabling e�ortless PDF document signing.
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Work on any platform

While we built all this into PhantomPDF to make end users more productive, our goal is to help your IT team, too. 

Standardizing on Foxit enables users to work on any platform they like, since our solutions run on any device, including desktop 
(Mac and Windows), cloud (Chromebooks), tablet and smartphones (iOS, Android and Windows Phone). That keeps users happy 
and helps prevent “shadow IT operations” in which users employ unauthorized apps.

Plus, users can access their documents anywhere through integration with popular Document Management Systems and using 
popular cloud storage services, giving them a true anywhere, any platform solution that helps free IT from having to handle 
document incompatibilities and end user support.

Windows Desktop

PhantomPDF
PDF Editor

Foxit Reader
PDF Reader

Studio Photo
Image Editor

Mobile

Foxit Reader Mobile
Professional PDF Reader 
for Android & iOS

Mac Desktop

PhantomPDF Mac
PDF Editor

Foxit Reader Mac
PDF Reader

Cloud

PhantomPDF Online
Browser-Based PDF Editor

Foxit Reader Online
Browser-Based PDF Reader
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Because PhantomPDF has a familiar Microsoft O�ce-style ribbon toolbar, plus we o�er a wide selection of online tutorials and 
live training, ramp-up really is smooth. Check out our case studies and you’ll see our customers praise our fast and easy rollout 
time and again.

Built-In Chat Support

Technical How-To Blogs

User Forums & Knowledge Base

Admin Training

Enterprise-ready
We at Foxit live and breathe documents, so we’ve looked at them from all sides. And we’re a big company ourselves, so we 
know what enterprises need from a software solution. That’s why we built PhantomPDF to: 

Foxit Admin Console and Update Server to manage licensing and upgrades

Integrate with Most Popular CMS

Utilize Popular Storage Sharing O�erings

Mass Deployment Tools

Volume Licensing Options

Enterprise Integration

Familiar O�ce Style Toolbar

Online Tutorials and Live Online Training

Fast End-User Ramp-Up

https://www.foxitsoftware.com/resources/casestudy.php
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Who We Are

Foxit is a leading PDF solutions provider for businesses. Our mission is to develop market 
leading and innovative PDF products and services, helping knowledge workers to increase 

their productivity, meet their PDF needs and Do More With Documents.

Leading Companies Choose Foxit Solutions

'I have been able to cut down on the physical paper used 
in my o�ce by a 2/3's.'

CONSTRUCTION ENTREPRENEUR

'The Scan to OCR feature really helped us in archiving paper documents which are now 
stored as searchable PDFs!'

CONSTRUCTION ENTREPRENEUR

'Outstanding Document Solutions. Add a digital signature just as simply as if one was 
using a physical paper document.'

GRANT C - CLIENT SITE SERVICES AREA MANAGER

https://www.g2.com/products/foxit-phantompdf/references/foxit-pdf

